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similarly, fringe hooked fans with an unexpected and
shocking end to season 1, having viewers not only for who
loved fringe as a standalone show but also as who checked
out the new show in order to be proven wrong (in a good

way). season 2 delivers on the promise that season 1
delivered, crafting three exciting episodes that fill in

important aspects of the show's overarching mythology
while finally allowing viewers to officially meet the

observers for the first time. olivia and peter's time as
fugitives is a fun ride, especially after realizing the evil

william bell (john noble) was behind the observers. though
the season picks up in early september, the reveal of the
observer's name, september, was delivered in a way that
didn't feel completely shoehorned or unbelievable. with a
single line of dialogue, september becomes a memorable

and interesting character whose motivations as well as the
show's overarching plot are finally made clear. then, in an
episode that nods to the supernatural in a way that's oddly
refreshing for this show, fans are finally introduced to the
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three shapeshifting alternate versions of our beloved
fringe team. fringe 2.0 is finally here. and it's great. the
introduction of september into the fringe world in the
season 2 premiere brings a new kind of tension to the

series, reminding us that the observers are there and now
we know why. where season 1 showed us pieces of the

puzzle, with september's introduction, season 2 takes the
revelation and begins to fill in its place in the narrative.

even early in the season, the show is already really good,
offering up plenty of cliffhangers that keep viewers

guessing about how and why the observers exist in the
first place. the season's third episode, sub rosa, is the

strongest of the bunch, giving us an origin story for the
observers while tackling the show's over-arching

mythology head-on as well. the show really comes into its
own in the last two episodes, delivering episodes that

address the show's main questions and put everything into
perspective.
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for a tv show that introduced many different concepts and
powers, it is rather astonishing that the season opener

does not make an effort to convey a sense of realism. in
episode after episode, they have the freedom to indulge in
a setting that is practically wild west-ish and with a cast of

characters that defies a lot of basic sense. we are
introduced to a secret cia lab filled with odd machines and
to characters like the dreamcatcher that are given little or
no motivation or explanation. and then to top it all off, we
are presented with a flashy, over-the-top episode as the

opener. it is like introducing all those concepts in a single
episode. it seems to make sense if fringe was a science
fiction show, but not so much if it is a law enforcement

procedural. another example of this happens at the
beginning of the episode in the airport when peter starts to
suspect that william bell is somehow still alive. the rest of

the episode is spent exploring this premise and uncovering
the reasons why william bell is apparently still alive. in

fact, the show even has william bell join the resistance at
the start of the episode, which some fans decry as it spoils

their theories about walter. but in addition to this, the
episode is a very character-centric episode in which just
about everything is explained. true, the episode does set

up certain plot threads as the resistance tries to track
down a delusional william bell (who we later find out is not

bell at all, instead being a man named aaron who has
brainwashed william in his dying moments), and peter and
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walter get into some high-octane action as they go to
retrieve a piece of equipment that will enable them to

regain their abilities. but as far as every episode is
concerned, this is a character-centric episode. not only is
the case of the week resolved brilliantly, but the episode

also has its fair share of dramatic moments, including one
of the most gripping verbal sparring matches in the series

as walter and peter start arguing over whether peter
should take over walter's position as the team leader.

there are also some great moments between the
characters that shows off their relationships with each

other and with their loved ones. this episode is possibly the
most emotionally satisfying episode of the series to date.
let's just hope that once they find out that william bell is
still alive, the writers make the full exploration of this as

rewarding as the exploration of the william bell issue was.
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